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Note

I am not a fan of lots of text on a slide. However, since I plan to offer 
the slide deck after the presentation, I thought more is more this one 
time. 



HyFlex at least 2 modes – today’s example

Flex time or flex place Async online plus real-time (in-
person or virtual sync online)

Today moving from in-person 
to async online



Use your current lesson to complete the 
template



Chat

Think about a lesson you have 
taught, are teaching, or will teach. 
What challenges, if any, do you 
think you face moving from the 
current delivery mode to a 
different mode?



Lesson Information



Lesson Information Example 



Before Class Pre-Work

§ The bread or bun bookends the 
lesson. (Pre-lesson and homework or 
assessment). May be same mode for 
both sides of the template. 

§ The meat or protein of the lesson is in 
the middle. (Classwork)

§ Pre-work tasks may be performed 
individually and asynchronously -- or 
not. 



Before Class Pre-Work
(May be same for both modes)
.



Chat

What do you think you prefer, having 
the same pre-class delivery mode or 2 
different modes? Why?



”Classwork” 

The meat of the lesson where concepts and skills are practice and 
reinforced. 



Classwork
§ Class time is where learning is reinforced, and skills are developed 

with as much faculty presence as needed to assist learners. 

§ Ideally, activities in this part should be challenging but not to the 
extent of frustrating the learner. 



Homework and/or Assessment 

§ Homework should be deliberate in design to help learners grow. For the purpose of this planning document, it 
is not class pre-work. 

§ It reinforces what was learned or practiced during class and not be busy work. 

§ Examples:
o Correcting errors and misconceptions identified during the class activity.
o Practice and application of lesson concepts and skills. 
o Part of a longer or capstone project. 
o Practice quiz or test content (Self-testing is an efficient learning strategy). 

§ Think about what you want the learners to be able to do or know at the end of the lesson and course. Are the 
assigned activities and assessments the best way for the learners to practice and demonstrate knowledge and 
skill? 

§ If you do not have a lot of time to grade and provide meaningful feedback to learners mix some auto-
graded assignments with instructor graded.

§ If you use system grading, consider adding feedback and interactivity to your quizzes and activities.



Homework and/or Assessment 



Questions/Issues

Note any questions and/or issues you need resolved in order to create or deliver the lesson. For example:

§ Possibly you need to learn how to record a lecture or create closed captions for video. 

§ Your students may not have access to resources critical to their success. 

§ Consider challenges the learners will face to become familiar with your course or course site and associated 
instructional technologies.

§ Help your students develop and grow time management and organization skills. self-regulation skills. 

§ How will you know the lesson is successful?



Questions/Issues



Sample Checklist



Discussion? Questions?


